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Two friends, Simon and Kamina, become the symbols of rebellion against the powerful Spiral King,
who forced mankind into subterranean villages. In a bleak future where humanity is oppressed by an
army of mutants and forced to live underground, a young orphan unearths a powerful robot.
Together with a boisterous man named Kamina, a beautiful sharpshooter named Yoko and many
other friends, they use the robots power to fight against their oppressors and take back the surface.
In the distant future humanity lives deep underground in isolated villages. In one such village live
protagonists Simon and Kamina live. While mining Simon discovers a mecha head, which they name
Lagann, they use it to head to the surface. Here they find the forces of the Spiral King who forced
humanity underground. They attack in larger mechas but Simon manages to defeat one, Gurren, and
Kamina becomes its new pilot. They learn that by combining the mechas they become much more
powerful. As they defeat more and more foes more people rally to their cause, including the
voluptuous sniper Yoko. As the series progresses they work their way through the forces of the Spiral
King, but not without losses.

Eventually it looks as if they have prevailed and no longer need to worry; years pass and humanity is
living a good life on the surface� then a new threat arrives; one that intends to eliminate the 'Spiral
Nemesis', of which humanity is a part, from the universe; old enemies must become friends to defeat
this new threat that will take our heroes across the galaxy.

If you are looking for something deep then this isn't the series for you; the characters are over the
top and the action gets more and more crazy as the story progresses. The cast gets fairly large by
the end but the characters are easily distinguished. Amidst all the laughs there is some tragedy and
the midsection is distinctly downbeat for a few episodes. The primary audience is clearly teenaged
boys but it can still be enjoyed by older viewers looking for some good silly fun. There isn't too much
to cause offence although some viewers may think Yoko's top doesn't cover as much as it should;
and this is definitely focused on. Overall I'd certainly recommend this to anime fans wanting lots of
laughs and action. If you want a series that can bring entire classes of people together. If you want a
show that can make parents, kids, teens, and even my 60 year old uncle watch, then watch this
show. TTGL(Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann) is a perfect mix of the elements that make anime the
great product that the have become. When most people say cartoons are for kids tie them to a chair
and make them watch TTGL. It's comedy has the high and low brow elements that you miss from
Hollywood movies. It's action-sequences beat every single anime and action movie I have seen other
than Gundam Wing and The Matrix. And the dramatic themes of love, coming of age, depression,
grief, forgiveness, friendship, revolution, combine with this underdog as dominator feeling that out
does anything you have seen before. You will finish this series and start quoting it after the very first
episode. I defy you to not quote Kamina when he says Don't believe in the you that believes in me,
or the me that believes in you. Believe in you, the you that believes in yourself. Tengen Toppa
Gurren Lagann is truly epic. And to quote the shows fans, completely chock full of GAR! a5c7b9f00b 
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